The mean absolute value of the phase and t he s tandard d eviation of the phase of a constant vector plus a R ayleigh-distributed vector are d etermined by an evalu aLio n of t he fir st and second moment integrals of the probabili ty distribution for various values of a verage relative intensity of t he ra ndom R ayleigh-distributed component. The results of a quadrature evaluation of the integrals are ta bulated over a wide range of values of average relative intensity (k2 = 0.01O to 1,000).
Introduction to the Problem
Let E s(t ) b e a random vector whose amplit ude, IE s(t) I, is Raylei~h distributed in time and whose amplitude, IE s(t) I, and phase a ngle, Arg E s(t ), are independently distributed. Rice [1] 1 has introduced the concept of a co nstant v ector , E o, plus a randomly distributed vector, E s(t ), to describe electric currents or electric fi elds, E(t) = Eo + E s(t), subj ect to various natural fluctuations. Norton h as presented tables of the cumulative distribution [2] of the amplitude , IE(t) l, and its phase [3] , Q= Arg E(t), with the relative intensity , k 2 = IE r1 2/1 Eo 1 2, as a paramet er, where IErl is the root mean square value of the amplitude IE s(t) I. In connection with some r ecent studies of ionosph ere roughness, Norton [4] obtain ed th e following probability density fun ction 2 of th e phase, p (Q) , by integrating over t he joint probability distribution given by Rice [1 ] with respect to amplitude, E , the time d erivative of t he amplitude, E', and th e time' dCl'ivative of t he phase, Q': where cos Q z= -k -' (2) The pbase flu ctuatio ns are espeeially important in the performan ce evalu ation of radio navigation and phase modulation systems since the bebavior of su ch syst ems is dependent upon the b ehavior of th e argum ent or phase, Q, of th e vector, E(t).
The determination of the mean absolute value, 
Theory
The evaluation of the mea n absolute valu e, jQJ, of the vector argument or " phase," Q, and t h e corresponding varian ce, ern 2 , integrals, (3) and (4) as a function of k2 is th e prime task of this paper. The probability density function, p(Q) , i symmetric about zero, Q= O, and h ence t h e m ean, n, is zero .
The prob ability distribution , p(Q ), involves the error fun etion, 2 rz erf (z) = -/ii Jo eu2 du, (5) wh~ch ean be evalu ated b y the followin g convergent sen es: (6) It is frequently more effi cient for large values of z, (z> 1) to use the asymptotic expansion for real values of z,
The m ean absolute value, \nT, and the variance, er~, integrals can be represented in the t h eory of Gaussian quadrature [5] as a finite um, 
and where ~h = 7I', and Qa= O, are the upper and lower limits of integration, respectively. The weight functions can be determined from the limits of integration,
Thus, the integer, M , and the limits of integration, Qa, ~h, determine the particular values of the integrand to be calculated in the quadrature. The " universal" constants of the theory of Gaussian quadrature, I-Im, Xm , can be determined for any givenf(x) and various M ,
The abscissas, x m , are the roots of the Legendre polynomials defined by,
Polynomials of higher degree are determined by use of the recursion formula,
The weight coefficients, H m , can be determined from the roots, Xm , 2
Since the available weights, H m , and abscissas, Xm , are limited [6] , (M=48), it is quite possible for very precise work to split each integral somewhat arbitrarily but consistent with efficiency, (17) where Q(n) =Qb, and a specified number of intervals, n = 1, 2, 3 . . . , has been selected with limits of integration, Qa, Q (I) , Q(2), Q(3), . . . Qb. Each integral is evaluated by the previously described quadrature (8, 9) with the abscissas and weights (M = 48).
Computation
The first and second moment integrals, jQf and or un obtained in this way (17) and that obtained with a single integral (9) was ± 1 in the eighth significant figure. There are indications that the last two significant figures could possible be in error in certain instances. This is probably due to the electronic data processing method 3 rather than the quadrature. The results of the computation are illustrated in figure 1 and are presented in table 14 . Rayleigh-distTibuted component. 
